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FREDHOLli ALTERNATIVE FOR NONLINEAR OPERATORS 
Milan KUfiERA, Praha 
Introduction. Let X be a reflexive Banach space 
(real or complex) ,let A , T , S be nonlinear mappings of 
X into its dual X * , This paper deals with the solu-
tion of the equations 
A(u)~A9 TOcJ-ASCu,) » Jh, , 
where A is a number (real or complex), Jh € X*, There 
is given a generalization of the results of J.NeCas 11J 
and S.I.Pochozajev f2), first of all the proofs of Fred-
holm alternative for nonlinear positive ae-K quasiho-
mogeneous and strongly positive <vt - * quasihomogene-
ous mappings (Theorems 5.3, 6.4). All the main results 
are contained in Paragraphs V. and VI. In IV, there are 
defined mappings with Properties (B) and (B') and the 
fundamental assertions about these mappings are proved. 
These mappings are examined in the papers of F.E.Browder 
and in til,131, too. The basis of Paragraph V is C2]. But 
S.I.Pochoiajev works only with a separable reflexive Ba-
nach space with Schauder basis and he supposes that T,S 
are positive at -homogeneous mappings satisfying other 
assumptions than those given in this paper. The founda-
tion of Paragraph VI is £11, where analogical theorems 
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as here are proved. The difference is in the assumption 
about the mappings T and S ; in Cll it is assumed that 
S is strongly continuous and T has Property (B'); 
here we suppose that T has Property (B) and -5 is on-
ly completely continuous. 
*• Terminology and notations 
Let X be a Banach space (real or complex). Then 
X * denotes its dual (in complex case its antidual -
see f41), A denotes the system of all finite-dimensi-
onal subspaces of the space X whose dimension is lar-
ger than 1 . We suppose that the space X is infinite 
dimensional, hence the system A is nonempty. The pai-
ring between f e X * and AM e X. is denoted by (Q^u,). 
Let F e A . For q, e F* we denote by I^I-. the norm 
of <fr in the space F* . The pairing between q, e F* and 
ay e F is denoted by C^, ir ) p . If f e X* , then we de-
fine the functional fp £ F* by the formula Cfp , or )f -» 
-» (•?1
/ir) for all ire F * If A is a mapping of X into 
X * , then we define the mapping A F of F into F* : 
for each u, e F le%Af(u)eF
3le
9(Afr(u^)fnr)f » (A(u,),v) 
for all t r f i F . For M c X the symbol A C M ) denotes 
the image of M under the mapping A • Further, we use 
the following notations: D^** 4AJL € X } 11̂ - II < R J , <SR
 m 
• {^cXjIUII-IUfor K > 0 ; if M c X , then M 
(reap. M ) is the closure of M in the strong 
(reap, weak) topology. The symbols — ^ , —-^ denote 
the strong and weak convergences. Let E ^ (resp. CN ) 
be the real (resp. complex) N -dimensional Euclidean 
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space. For * m (x^..., *N ) , ̂  » ^f^^
eE
N (resp. 
e cN ) let (*,^>N-4f;*i#*> i*iM-<*,*>** • 
Definition 1.1. Let X be a topological space, 
JVt c X . Then M is said to be compact, if each open 
covering of Ad contains a finite covering. JVi is said 
to be sequentially compact, if each sequence i<Ufo1 c M 
contains a subsequence which is convergent in X . 
Definition 1.2. Let X be a topological space, 
Tit a system of subsets of X . Then Wt is said to 
be a filter, if for each its finite subsystem 7il0 the-
re is A F + S . 
Definition 1.3. Let X,Y be two Banach spaces; 
let A be a mapping of X into Y . Then A is said to 
be 
(1) continuous if AA^—> AM0 in X implies A(cc^) —• 
—> A ( A A 0 ) in Y j 
(2) demicontinuous if At^ — • AMa in X implies A (u^)"^ 
—* AO^Hn V j 
(3) hemicontinuous if AJL,<V £ X , t^ >• 0, t^—> 0 imp-
lies A Ca+t, or*)—*• A(AA*) in Y . 
(4) bounded if for each bounded subset M of X the set 
A (M ) is bounded 
(5) completely continuous if for each bounded subset M 
of X the set A ( M ) is sequentially compact and A is 
continuous; 
(6) closed if u^—> AJ*0 in X 9 ACu^) —> f in Y 
implies f -» A (/t40 ) ; 
(7) strongly closed if >u v̂—*• U e in X , A (^^)—> f 
in Y implies -P « A (<tt0 ) ; 
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(8) odd if A(-%u-) «- - A(<a) for all .a, € X * 
Definition 1.4. Let X , Y be two Banach spaces; 
let A be a mapping of X into Y, ae > 0 . Then A is 
said to be 
(9) positive ae -homogeneous if A(txt)-» i A Co,) for 
all t > 0 , ,a c X 5 
(10) positive &e ~* * -quasihomogeneous if there exists 
a positive ?e -homogeneous mapping A 0 of X into Y 
such that 
t ^ 0 , ^ 0 * ^ - * «.***, < A ( - ^ ) - * * in* 
implies A e 6u>0) *r f % A 4 ^ — * AA*0 % 
(11) strongly positive e e - * -quasihomogeneous if there 
exists a mapping A 0 of X into Y such that 
x^® 9 **«?* ® IMH~~*' we in X i mP l i e s there exist subse-
quences i/t^} 9 {**>]„, J of the sequences i Kml, fxi^J 
such that /t^ «• ̂  if and only if AJL^ *» AJL^ and 
^ A i " ^ B u ) — v * 9 *here * e Y ; if,in addition, *.„-+ 
—*A4,0 , then f « A e (4^) . 
Definition 1#5. Let X be a Banach space, let A 
be a mapping of X into X*. Then A is said to be 
, x . KA(JU,\4*)\ 
(12) coercitive if xum srnj » + OD • 
(13) regular surjective if the following two conditions 
are fulfilled: 
(i) A ( X ) « X* ; 
(ii) for each *R > 0 there exists K > 0 such 
that *f € X*, I* fl £ R , A(u,) m f, ,u, € X implies 
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Definition 1.6. Let X be a real (reap, complex) 
Banach space* T and 5 positive $t -homogeneous map-
pings of X into X* , where ae > 0. Let A be a real 
(reap, complex) number. Then A is said to be an ei-
genvalue of T f S if there exists AJL c X such that 
u> + 0, T6a>- XS (JUL) - 0 . 
2. Local degree 
Let G* be an open and bounded subset of IL# BG 
its boundary. Suppose that f is a conMnuous mapping 
of 5 into £ N 9 xe * E N 9 x9 + «F f 9 G ) . We shall 
denote by de^ff, &, x0) the local degree of the mapping 
•P. The degree has (see [7-0 these properties: 
(14) if ckq, (f9G9x0)+ 0 , then there exists x0 c G 
such that -f (z,0) m xp * 
(15) if 7 is a continuous mapping of <5x < 0 f 1 > in-
to E N , T(x}i) 4» x„ for each x € dG 9 t e <0, 4 > , 
then de^fffx, 0),<?,*o) • cfc^ f?f*, 4), <?,eX#) * 
Theorem 2.1 U8J). Let R > 0, N i 2 , G » 
*» <.x e E N j 1* B «< K ? , Suppose 4 is a continuous map-
pirxg of 5 into E N , +Cx) * 0 and j i g £ - + .-|£*L 
for all # € 3 5 . Then de^ f f , G, 0 ) is an odd number. 
3. Approximation of positive & -homogeneous com-
pletely continuous mappings 
Theorem3.1. Let X,Y be two Banach spaces, ae > 
> 0 . Suppose A is a completely continuous and posi-
tive 9C -homogeneous mapping of X into Y , let £ > 0 • 
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Then there exists a completely continuous and positive 
^e -homogeneous mapping B of X into a finite di-
mensional subspace of the space Y such that HA Co.) -
-BCA4,)H 6 e H ^ H ^ for all ̂  6 X , If, in addition, 
A is odd, then we can take B odd, too. 
Proof. Let the mapping A be odd (otherwise see 
[1J). The mapping A is completely continuous, there-
fore A(S^) is a sequentially compact set (S sxiwe. 
cX}ll<u.ll»>)J ). Hence there exists a finite e -net 
of A(S^) • Let f̂c,.*-., fy~ be this e -net. For 
•i » 49**.f<fi define 
^ e - IA(44 , ) - /^ l l i f .^€ S,, $A(u)-«tii<t 
t ~ \ 0 for the other ^ e SA 9 
(16) 
e-I^Ca,)*/^!, ifu>e$, tA(u)+afai*e 
A», (AM ) ssr *. 
* >- 0 for the other ML e 5, 
For each ML e SA we have #zL K.CAM) > 0 f .Z. /*. (AM ) > 
i -v«1 M ft,*i + 
> 0 and we can define (for AM e SA ) 
POO-- &%U)n*<. . J/A^t 
an^ 
БCu.)« H ^ Í Ä . P ( - ~ ) for a l l -a-* X 
We obtain 
l A Ы - B ŕ a Л * ' ^- j-^-!*J ' " ' ^ 
( *-*.Wižr> 
1 ^L —Щ—----- J -iuґé e. 
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luҐ 
The mapping A is odd, therefore /^ (-u,) m A>^ (AJ,) . 
Hence B is odd, too. 
4* .Mappings with PropertSes(B) and (B*)« 
Definition 4*1- Let X be a reflexive Banach spa-
ce, let A be a mapping of X into X * . Then A is 
said to have Property (B), if there exists a mapping A 
of X x X into X* such that the following conditions 
are valid: 
(a) the restriction of A on any finite dimensional sub-
space of X is a demicontinuous mapping; 
(b) A is bounded, for each AJL C X the mapping A(* 1AA,) 
is hemicontinuous on X and A U , ^ ) » A(u,) • 
(c) Re CKCu,7u,) - Tk(*rfu, )9AA,-V)& 0 for each Ai,,nrm X; 
(«>44^-* AM in X, CXU„fAA^)-7i<U9Mjf U„- *,)--> 0 
implies A (v, u>«J)~~* AfydA,) for each tr e X and-Uj^—> ,U-; 
(e) i L - ^ ^ in X , ir e X-iir*6 X* ACtr.it >—^ iir* in X * 
implies (A Cnr, AA.^), AA*^)—> Cntr^^u,) . 
Remark 4*1. Let ftCt) be a real-valued non-nega-
tive continuous function defined in the interval (0 +oo) 
such that t^> 0, K,(t^)—*Q implies t^-4 0 * 
Suppose that there exists a mapping A of X x X into 
X * such that (a),(b),(e) of Definition 4̂ 1 and the 
following two conditions are valid: 
(c') Re (A (u,7u,) - A Cor?>u ); *6-or) 2 fo(\\u,-nr \\) -for 
each u7 nr c X ; 
(d') .-u^-* ^ inX, CSf^,x^>-Ar*t,x^>,^--u>-*(? 
implies A (tr, -u^ ) — * A (v. ̂  ) for each v c X • 
Then the mapping A has Property (B)* 
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Definition 4.2(Cll)^et X be a reflexive Banach 
space, let A be a mapping of X into X * .Then A 
is said to have Property (B') if there exists a mapping 
A of X x X into X * such that Conditions (a),(b), 
(c),(e) of Definition 4.1 and Condition (d#) of Remark 
4.1 are fulfilled. 
Lemma 4.1* Let X be a Banach spacei let A be 
a mapping of X into X * satisfying Condition (a) of 
Definition 4.1. Then for each F e A the mapping A F 
(see 1.) is continuous* 
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, 
let A be a mapping of X into X* with Property (B'). 
Let AL0 e X f M m X * , Assume that for each F « A 
there exists % sequence ^ A ^ I c X (dependent on F ) 
and a number tp € (0 f 4 > such that 
***,—* "bf (A<^>.^^V^,^ 
for all / v i F • 
Then there exists t0 e <0f 4 > such thatACt^)» t0Jh>. 
Proof * Let F e A be arbitrary (but fixed) such 
that AIL9 € F . let (JLL^ 1 9 t- be the sequence and the 
number of the assumptions* The mapping K is bounded, 
therefore by Eberlein-Smuljan's Theorem there exists a 
subsequence i^^l such that X C^1 <<*£,,)—* MS* 9 
where AJJ^ € X * # By (e) we have 
(17) CAC<,<)-A<r^,<), < - . * . ) -> 
—>t|r (A,, i*#) - Co,* .uw)-tFCfc>^)*f*t*4^) • 0 , 
(d') implies ^ftr. **£,.) —- .-. (<v, u.0 ) for each v e F 
and by using (e) we obtain 
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(18) tf ( 4 ^ , . i 4 ^ 
for each tve F , 
The real part of the l e f t side in (18) i s non-ne-
gative by ( c ) , hence Re C tp .^v - A (<tr7 AJL0 ) , AM0 - tr ) g£ 0 
for each V e F . If we write nr -» AJL0 - % <ur f where 
A- > 0 , MT e F , then 
(19) Re (tfM- &(AjL0-%<ury AJL^ ), <ur) 2 0 . 
Moreover, by (b) we obtain (19) for X* Q f too. That 
means R e (tfH - A (u>9),<ur) i 0 for each <w « 
I F . I n this inequality, we can write (~<ur) ov(i<ur) 
( in the complex case) instead of nr ; hence 
(20) (twM, - A(u>p)7 mr) » 0 for each <ur e F . 
We can suppose A (u>0 ) 4« 0 ^ because for A(-tx0) «r 0 
the assertion of Lemma 4.2 i s c lear . Let (A(u,0)f 4*£)4» 0, 
<ur9 € X and assume teg € F . I t follows from (20) 
(A(*,\<ur0) 
that C4t,<u£ ) * 0 and t F « t„ , where tp» ^ ^ * ; 
hence î  i s independent of F , All preceding considera-
tions are valid for each F c A such that AA^,^ e F . 
But U F » X , therefore ft.*!/ - A CtO» V ' * 0 
for each <ur € X ; that means A(AM0) ** t0h* . This con-
cludes the proof. 
Lemma 4 . 3 . Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 he 
f u l f i l l e d , l e t A have Property (B). Then for each Fe 
€ A and for the sequence KAJL^I from Lemma 4.2 we 
have u^—» 4A* . 
Proof. By (17) in the proof of Lemma 4.2 and 
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(d') we obtain AJU^—> AJL0 , where iu!^\ is a subsequen-
ce of {xx^l , Ji (u>0 , 4*1^) —*» w* . Suppose, on the 
contrary, that there exist a subsequence C*t£ I and a 
number £, > 0 such tha t I u£ - AJL0 II > & . By Eberlein-
Smuljan's Theorem we can suppose A (^MPf AX>£ ) —* i*r* , 
tur* € X * . Analogously as in (17) we obtain CA(«>%,*<£)-
-Alut^u^^Z-uJ-tO and by (d) *£~* ** ' 
This is a contradiction, hence 4 ^ — • ^ , 
Remark 4.2. If tp *> 4 for each F € A in the 
assumption of Lemma 4.2 or 4.3, then ttf •» 4 .It follows 
from the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Lemma 4.4. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, 
let A be a mapping of X into X * with Property (B#). 
Then A is a strongly closed mapping. 
Proof. Let V^—*> AJL9 in X , A (t^,)—» H in X*. 
Define for each F € A a sequence {AL^I and a number tF 
so: JUfoW tfa f tF w 4 . Then the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 
are fulfilled and, by Remark 4.2, we obtain ACo.#)
 m **> • 
Lemma 4.5. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, 
let A be a mapping of X into X * with Property (B). 
Suppose v^ —*. AJL0 in X , A (V^) — > to. . Then A(<o.0) •* 
» ^ , 0£,—» A4,c . 
Remark 4.3. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, 
QQ, > 0 ? let A be a positive ?e -homogeneous mapping 
of X into X* # If A has Property (B), then A is po-
sitive n-M -qua8ihomogeneous. If A is completely 
continuous, then A is strongly positive ?€ - * -qua-
sihomogeneous . 
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Lemma 4*6. Let X be a real (resp. complex) 
reflexive Banach space, let T,-S be mappings of X 
into X * . Suppose T has Property (B) and S is com-
pletely continuous. Then for each real (resp. complex) 
number A the mapping A •* T - XS has Property 
(B), where &%(AJL,<V)** T CM,, or) - XS (v) . 
5. Fredholm alternative for odd mappings 
Lemma 5.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach spa-
ce, let A be a mapping of X into X * with Property 
(B). Let R > ( J , A e X * , Suppose A Co,) 4* t Jh, for 
each t e <0, 4 > , AJU e -S- # Then there exists F p e A 
such that F € A , F 3 F0 implies A F (AJU ) # t ^ p 
for each t e < 0, 4 > , <cc € 5 R n F . 
Proof. Assume that our assertion is not true. 
Then for each F € A the set 
HP*KM,* $R*F
$'7 Af9(">)*> tJhff , F'cA, F'DF, t€ <0,1>} 
is non-empty. Let us prove that the system i N p lpeA 
is a filter: let A 0 be an arbitrary finite subsystem 
of the system A , let T^ be the linear hull of the set 
U F i then F̂  € A , N F 4- 5 , N F c JSfF for each 
F e A 0 , hence { H * L is a filter. The sets N* 
are weakly closed; Nf C PR , where PR is weakly 
compact (see I4],p.200). Therefore there exists M.p € 
6 r\ E* . By Eberlein-Smuljan 's Theo-
rem the sets Nf are weakly sequentially compact; 
hence for each F 6 A there exists a sequence iu^ J c 
C N r (dependent of F ) such that AA*^ —* ^ 
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(see [6 J,p.52). By definition N-. there exist sequen-
ces iF^l c A , U ^ I c < 0f 4 > (dependent of F ) 
such that M^e £ , £ 3 F , ^ O ^ ) * ^ ^ -
The set < 0, -1 > is compact, therefore we aan assume 
t^—* tF , i,« ^O, 4 > , we obtain 
(A(U,„),U,„)-(AFJu„)fM^ m 
(A^)94r)«fAf^Cuw)9/ir)|fe -r 
for each nr & F , hence the assumptions of Lemmas 4*2 
and 4.3 are fulfilled. Thus, there exists \ e <0f 4 > 
such that Aiup) » %**>, AJL^—¥ u, . Hence wc e 6R 
and we have obtained a contradiction. This concludes the 
proof. 
Lemma 5.2. Let X be a real reflexive Banach spa-
ce, let A be an odd mapping of X into X* with Pro-
perty (B). Let to, € X*f R > 0 . Assume IA (u) If > II J M 
for each u 6 S R . Then there exists Te e A such that: 
for each FeA , F 3 F0 there exists^-*T>R A F 
satisfying the equation Af (u*f ) * Jvp . 
Proof. For p e A let E p denote a homeomorphism 
and isomorphism between F* and F. The mapping EL A- of F 
into Fia continuous by Lemma 4*1, and odd. Lemma 5*1 imp-
lies that there exists F0 e A such that Af (u) + t tof 
for each F « A , F D F j ^ f ^ n F , t € <0, 4 > . That 
means E r AF (u,) - t £ r Jk>r -*» 0 for each ,*tc iLr. 
n F . t e ( 0 , O » Theorem 2.1 and Property (15) of the 
local degree imply 
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d^(hFAF-hF^,F9T>RfO)mcU^(EFAF^y 0) + 0. 
By (14) there ex i s t s AA,F e D c\ F such that 
E F Af (u,f ) - E F >vF m 0 , i . e . A F (*cF ) * h,f . 
Theorem 5 .1 . Let X be a real reflexive Banach 
space, l e t A be an odd mapping of X into X* with 
Property (B). Let M, € X * , R > 0 . Suppose I.A(*u.)i> 
> I Jtv H for each ,u* e «3R , Then there ex i s t s AA> eVR 
such that A (AJL, ) m Jv * 
Proof. By Lemma 5-2 the set Me ** {AJL e T)m n f 1 
A p f (HA,) •'A'p,, F * € A f F
# 3 F ? i s non-empty for each 
F e A , Analogously, as in the proof of Lemma 5«1 we 
obtain: { jvl*f f . A i s a f i l t e r : the sets fA? 
are weakly closed; M^ c f_ , J i s weakly 
compact, therefore there ex i s t s u>A € *0 Al^ * the se t s 
• Ft A w 7 
MF are weakly compact, therefore for each F ^ A 
there exists a sequence i M^ ? (dependent of F ) such 
that JU,„ —-** u, . By definition M - there exists a 
sequence { F ^ } C A such that xi^ e T^ f^ 3 F , 
Ap (u^) m ̂  # Lemmas4.2, 4*3 and Remark 4.2 imply 
A(u,0 > - Jh,y ^ e P R . We have lA(u>)l -> M i l for 
-u e *SR , hence ,o,# e PR • This completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a real reflexive Banach 
space, let A be an odd mapping of X into X * with 
Property (B). Suppose Mm, IA(*t)l -» 4* Oo . Then 
H-t*fl-*+c9 
the mapping A is regular surjective. 
Proof. Theorem 5.1 implies A ( X ) « X*.Assume 
that (ii) of Definition 1.5 is not valid. Then there 
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exist R > 0 and sequences {u^ \ c X , f^i c X * satis-
fying the conditions A ( u ^ ) * ^ , H ^ ' i R , l,um.* ~* + °° ' 
Simultaneously, by the assumption IIA C-tĉ ) Ik —* 4- oo • 
This contradiction concludes the proof. 
Theorem 5.3. Let X be a real reflexive Banach 
space, let T , 5 be two odd mappings of X into X * ; 
06 > 0 . Suppose T is a positive 9£-* -quasihomoge-
neous mapping with Property (B), S is strongly positive 
gg - * -quasihomogeneous and completely continuous. Sup-
pose that A is not an eigenvalue of T0 SQ f where T 0 
and «S0 are the mappings of Definition 1.4, (10),(11). 
Then the mapping A ^ =• T - !KS is regular surjective. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.6 the mapping A ^ has Property 
(B). The mapping A- is odd, therefore it is sufficient 
to prove JUwu BA^Cu)! » -*- oo and to use Theorem 5.2. 
Assume that the condition Umi llAA(-u,)!l * -*• oo is not 
fulfilled. Then there exist a sequence ta^l c X and a 
number K >0 such that II ̂  II-+ + <*?, IIA^ (a^)W te K * 
If we write AT XS •• **? , then we can assume #* — * ir 
*' lu^t ' *> 
in X . The mapping S is strongly positive ?e — H -qua-
sihomogeneous, hence we may assume without loss of genera-
lity that 
(21) {lkj^S ( T % J F ) ~ > *"> where ̂  6 X* 
We know BA^Cit^)! • ( • |j J j ") — > 0 , therefore 
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The mapping T is positive #, - H -quasihomogeneous, 
hence f » T0(v), %>,—> V> From here q, m S0(nr) and 
we obtain 
<23) (j^)H\lT^)^T<>Cv)-XS'M-0>wi~4-
This i s a contradiction with the assumption that X i s 
not an eigenvalue of T , «SL . Hence, fan $AnQw)\\
 m + oo 
and Theorem 5.2 has proved Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 5.4. Let X be a real reflexive Bapach spa-
ce. Let TfS be two odd mappings of X into X*. Sup-
pose T fS are positive a€ -homogeneous, & > 0, T 
has Property (B) and 5 is completely continuous. Then 
for each real number X one and only one of the follo-
wing two conditions is fulfilled: 
(oc) %X is an eigenvalue of T, -5 ; 
(/3 ) the mapping A % m T - XS is regular surjective. 
Proof. Let Condition (oc) be fulfilled, u. e X 9<u,+ 
+ 0, A^(u) m 0 , Then A%(tu) m 0 for each t > 0 , 
hence Condition (ii) of Definition 1.5 is not fulfilled, 
i.e. (/3) is not valid. Now suppose X is not an eigenva-
lue of TfS * By Remark 4.3, the assumptions of Theorem 
5.3 are fulfilled, hence (/S) is valid. 
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a real reflexive Banach spa-
ce. Let T fS be odd mappings of X into X * , ae > 0 • 
Suppose T, S are positive a€ -homogeneous, T has Pro-
perty (B), TCtc) 4» 0 for all >u> € £M and S is com-
pletely continuous. Let X be an arbitrary-real number. 
Then there exists an odd, positive a -homogeneous and 
completely continuous mapping B of X into a finite 
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(dimensional subspace of the space X* such that 
T - A S - T,- A B , where the mapping T,» T-AC£-B) 
is regular surjective. 
Proof. The condition T0a,)«f 0 for all AJU € S* 
and Lemma 4.5 imply d -» imf 8 T(.«,)f > 0 . From here 
we obtain &£>m I TCa* )I » |- oo „ because T is po-
sitive **-homogeneous. If A -» 0 , then define Bit*)-* 
-» 0 for each xt c X . 
By Theorem 4.2 the mapping T •» Tp is regular surjec-
tive. Now assume H 0, Let 0 <-£ £ < -~? . By Theo-
JA| 
rem 3*1 there exists an odd, positive ee -homogeneous 
and continuous mapping B of X into a finite dimensio-
nal subspace of the space X * such that ISCaO-BC-u-)H 6 
4tG,ijbL§H . By Lemma 4.6 the mapping 1^» T - A C S - B ) 
has Property (B). For all AJU C S^ we have 
IT0Ct*)l- lT0c)-^C5f^)-Bfa,))|* I T O i M - U I . 
• BSCu,)-BO*)l 2 oi-elAI > 0 . 
From here we obtain >&/m< JT Co,)II » -*• 00 , because the 
ft 4J, % - f + oo 7 
mapping T0 is positive ae -homogeneous. Theorem 5*2 
implies that T0 is regular surjective. This completes 
the proof. 
Theorem 5.6. Assume the assumptions of Theorem 
5.5 are fulfilled, let A* • T - A S . Then there exists 
a finite dimensional subspace F of the apace X* with 
the following property: 
for each -f e X* there exist -f e A CK). £ e F 
such that f m f, + f 
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Proof* Let B be the mapping of Theorem 5«5> 
B f X ) C F , where F is the finite dimensional sub-
space of the space X*. For each f c X * there exists 
JUL £ X such that T0 Co,) » T Co,) - OiCS 6a)~BO<,)) **f 
(by Theorem 5»5)« It is sufficient to write f, m A*(<u>), 
\ m ABCtt , ) ' . 
Lemma 5»3» Let X be a real ref lexive Banach spa-
ce, l e t A be a mapping of X into X * with Property (B)t 
R > 0 , Suppose 
(24) I A < * ) l + 0 and f ^ r f * fJT^Tf f o r fliu« 3> ' 
IA(JU)1 IA(-<<*wI * 
Then there ex i s t s F0 £ A such that F « A , F 3 J^ in*-' 
P l i - « A F 0 ^ + 0, | ^ r + 1 ^ 7 - 1 ^ 'or an — 
e SR n F . 
Proof. By Lemma 5*1 there ex i s t s H0 £ A such that 
F € A , F D H0 implies A F CJU,) + 0 for a l l AJL £ S^n 
r\ F .Suppose that the assertion of Lemma 5*3 i s not va-
l i d . Then for each F | A the set 
M p ^ c S ^ n F ' i lAF #0<,)8F ,-fr0*f!AF fC-*,)«F , , 
• fr'/44*, * **\(~44'* , " F 1 e A , F ' D F J 
is non-empty. Analogously as in the proof of Lemma 5-1 
for iivf* }„* A we obtain: { M * 1 A is a filter, 
F F 6 A F F€ A 
the s e t s MF are weakly closed, MF c 5^ , !PR 
i s weakly compact; therefore there e x i s t s AJUQ e O MF ; 
the s e t s M ^ are weakly compact, therefore for each 
F e A there e x i s t s a sequence {it^ J c MF (depen-
dent of F ) such that JU,^—-* u>0 , That means by def i -
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nit ion A4- that there ex i s t s a sequence ( ^ J c A 
(dependent of F ) such that ^ e F P 3 F and 
lA_Ut l )L+ O + I V H X , g ^ ^ l , - ,A
i r" l ,/"!S,» • 
The sequence t x ^ l i s bounded, hence by (b) there ex-
i s t s KF > 0 such that IIA Cu^)/!* Kp , HAC-^)(l £ KF , 
therefore II A- (u, )L & K* , I A. C-<a, )IL 6 K... . Let us 
write irrvCF)«ri1AF C^)I F , c^CF )*/IAF C-^)fF .We can 
suppose ^ CF)—* ^ C F ) , C^CF) — » c C F ) , where 
JtrCF), cCF) c < 0 , K F > , because the interval < 0 , K F > 
i s compact. Let us prove th is assertion: 
(25) there ex i s t s H. c A such that AU,m € H^ * H . c H , 
and F e A , F D H,, implies Jit (F) 4* 0 , 
Let (25) be not val id, l e t F c A . Then there 
ex i s t P ' s A , F ^ F an<* sequences f'UVn,? C £ - , 
{ F^ ? c A such that ^ - » - ^ , ^ c F^ , F„ a F ' and 
i ^ C F ^ - l l A p C^)IL~-» 0 . From here we obtain C A C ^ ) , 
"'m? " fAF Ki.
),'--».V ~* ° and f-A f-An,), ir ) -
® CAp C^) , i r ) —» 0 for each v e F . The assumptions of 
Lemmas 4 .2 , 4 .3 are satisfying,where A » 0 , t F « j j the-
refore 4M0eS 9 A (u,0) m 0 . This i s a contradiction 
with (24), hence (25) i s proved. 
Analogously, we can prove that there ex i s t s H. € 
C A such that H, c H« and c (F) + 0 for each F e 
e A j F s H ^ . F r o m here i t i s clear that 
(26) there ex i s t s f̂  c A such that AJU0 € F0 and 
F i A , F a F f implies jerCF)-^0*cCF),IIApC^)llF * 0 
for a l l AJU c Sn n F . 354 -
Let F e A be arbitrary such that F0 c F (but fixed), 
let {JUL^\ 1 i T^ 1 be the sequences of the preceding part 
of this proof. We shall make similar considerations as in 
the proof of Lemma 4.2: 
We know c^CFJA- O ^ J - ^ C F J A - (-u,^) ~ 0 , that 
m* rV*v 
means (im,CF)AC«./rit) - &„, (F) A_ (- «-m.),'v) - 0 for all 
*"fV 
i r c J ^ . B y (b) we can suppose A (u>0 , AJL^ *) — w *u-* , 
A ' " ^ , - ^ 1 ~ ^ **% >(e) iffiPlies 
(A(^,^),^)^ , 
From here we obtain 
(27) J ^ ) + ̂ CF)Af-^,-^),^-^)--».-cCFK4, «,„) + 
1 + J*CF)C«Ztue)+cCFKu*1uo)-jerCF)C«Zfu.0) • 0 . 
By (c) we have ĉ , ( F)(A Cu,^7u,tft)-A(u0,u.m,),u,,n-uo)£ 0, 
therefore, by using (27), c^CF)(A(un,«M)-A(«.ot«m), 
«-«,-"-* )-+ 0, K(FHAC-u.inruir)-A(-«.or«-J, u0-«.J-> 0 . 
We know that o./rtCF)->cCF),6rJF)^MF),jerCF)± 0* cCF) 
(see (26)), hence 
(Ac«.n,u.^)-Ac«0,«.m,),«.m,-u.o)-* 0 , 
(S(~M-m.,-"m)~A(-u-0,-M.n),u.0-u>„,)-> 0 . 
From here by (d) u>0 6 SR and ACv,«.n) —- A (V, «.0 ) , 
A (- v , -« n ) - - A (-(f, - ~t() for a l i v e X .By using (e) 
we obtain for each v e F 
CcMCF)A(^n,«J-^CF)AC-«n,-v.j- ZnCF)A(V,«.„) + 
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+ *k(F)A(-nr9-u^)fumrir)-+ C-c(F)K (<irf u0) + 
4- Xr(F)R(-<*9-up) 9u1>-nr) . 
The condition (c) implies the l a s t expression i s non-
negative. If we <writ%*'\rmu0~%'ur f X >• 0 P <ur e F f 
then we obtain analogously as (19) ,(20) in the proof of 
Lemma 4 .2 , that 
(28) Ur(F)A(-u0)-c(F)A(u0)f<ur)mO for each %reF . 
Assumption (24) implies A(u0) + 0 , because uceS^ . 
Let 'ug € X f (A ( ^ ) , wQ ) 4» 0 • We can suppose n£ £ JF̂  * 
Then we have <urp e F , therefore (28) implies (A (-44^), 
x , * ^ ^ CA(uJi9 «iri) . . M Kg ) * 0 , The number a *-» , w \—Tr:—
 x 8 i«d«-* (A(-u,)9<ur9) 
Jtr(T) 
pendent of F and by (28) we obtain a, m •' t _, • and C C£ / 
(29) (a,A(-up)~A(u0)7<ur) m 0 for each <ure F . 
All preceding considerations are valid for each 
E D F , F e A ,We have U F - X , hence (29) i s valid 
F«A 
for a l l <ur m X , i . e . a* A( - -u>) - A6a . , ) m 0 . From 
here . 7 7 . 7 ; ' t, , 4tfl e S B , We have obtai-
A6a«> A(-<Q 
HA(^#)l HA(-^)!| 
ned a contradiction with (24). This completes the proof. 
Lfemmq g.>4> Let X be a real reflexive Banach spa-
ce, let A be a mapping of X into X* with Property 
(B). Let H e X*f R > 0 . Suppose that (24) of Lemma 
5.3 is valid and JIA(-u,)ll > I Jh t for all u € £ R . 
Then there exists F̂  e A such that for each F 6 
c A, FD F0 there exists ^ e F A I K satisfying 
the equation A^(u) m Av^ . 
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Proof. As Lemma 5.2 but by using Lemma 5.1 and 
Lemma 5.3. 
Theorem 5.7. Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.4 be 
fulfilled. Then there exists AA,0 * X such that 
A (*u,d) m M, 0 
Proof. As Theorem 5.1 but by using Lemma 5.4. 
Theorem 5.8. Let X be a real reflexive Banach 
space, let A be a mapping of X into X * with Proper-
ty (B) satisfying the conditions Mm, IIA Co,)!* 4- co 
* A (44,) . A (~-u,) ' „, - ^ « i i ^ « 
and
 TAUZT* TM^ZW ft>»«ii*«x,i-*i*R, 
where R > 0 . Then the mapping A is regular surjective. 
Proof. As Theorem 5.2 but by using Theorem 5.7. 
6. Fredholm alternative for coercitive mapping 
Theorem 6.KC11 .£31). Let X be a reflexive Ba-
nach space (real or complex), let A be a coercitive map-
ping of X into X* with Property (B#). Then A is a 
regular surjective mapping. 
Theorem 6.2. Let X be a complex reflexive Banach 
space, let T, S be two mappings of X into X ^ l e t A ^ 
A & be real numbers, A, «•• 0f A » A *• <% Afl . Suppose 
the mapping T is coercitive with Property (B), the 
mapping S is completely continuous. Suppose the follo-
wing condition is fulfilled: 
(f) (TC-u-),^); (S (*<> ),<u>) are real numbers for all 
U d X . 
Then the mapping A^-* T - & S is regular surjectlve. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.6 A* has Property (B). We 
have for each e > 0. a # $r e E„ 
2lA ila.irg- £IA (la
a- -|--Xr-2 , 
-2l-Va..&-£-6ia.1|a,
a- -|«-** . 
From here by (f) we obtain for each A*, C X , e > 0 
t(AA(«,),«.)l
2 - CTCM,),«,)*- 2A,(SC«.),^,)(TCu.),x*.)4-
•f A}C5(-*),4*.;V^J CSC«,),«.)*i (TC^),^.)2. 
• CI-tlA.1) 4- CSC**,),«.)-. CA* + X\ - 1M.) . 
If Aj + 0 then there exists &0 > 0 such that 
I * * I •̂-:.;••• * 
. j . ^ ^ < •-•. *- M[-f , hence for ,«, e X , 11̂ ,8 * 0, 
, - , . l(AAC«,),^,)| .—_ ICTCa.), .<*). w 
( 3 0 ) —*UTl * l / I i r ^ T V ----j .where 
1 - £ IA I > 0 . 
Moreover, (30) is valid for X. « 0 ,too. Therefore 
A ^ is coercitive, because T is coercitive and it 
is sufficient to use Theorem 6.1. 
Theorem 6.3. Let X be a complex reflexive Ba-
naoh space, T and S positive ae -homogeneous map-
pings of X into X * , where dC > 0 . Suppose the map-
pings T9 S satisfy the condition (f) of Theorem 6.2, 
T is coercitive. Then all eigenvalues of T, S are 
real and different of zero. 
Theorem 6.4. Let X be a complex reflexive Ba-
nach space, let T , S be mappings of X into X * 
satisfying Condition (f), ae > 0 . Suppose T is a 
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coe rc i t i ve and pos i t ive $e-+< -quasihomogeneous mapping 
with Property (B), S i s completely continuous and 
s t rongly pos i t ive a e - * -quasihomogeneous. Assume tha t 
a complex number ft i s not an. eigenvalue of T0 9 S9 9 
where T0 , S0 are the mappings of Defini t ion 1 ,4 , (10) , 
(11) . Then the mapping A^ -» T - XS i s regular 
su r j ec t i ve . 
Proof* I t i s suf f ic ien t to prove t h i s Theorem for 
X r e a l (see Theorem 6.2)«* Let us prove t h i s a s se r t ion : 
(31) for each R > 0 there ex i s t s /t > 0 such that 
f cX*,imi 6R, Oh \< 19ueX,AMiX(u.)~T(u.)-au\)S(u)*f 
implies lu>l £ H, . 
Assume tha t (31) i s not va l id . Then there ex i s t s a number 
R > 0 and sequences i4^1 c X*, iu,^} c X, l\lc<0,4 ) 
such tha t ^ J ^ + » , - A ^ A G ^ - t * , JH^B * R . 
Let us wr i te 1^ « | J / J ' We m ay suppose 1^ —** ir* 
i n X ; &„-,—* Xe 9 XQ c < 0, -f > * Suppose \ > 0 . Then 
we m$y assume X„ & cTm cT > 0 . There exis t* £ such 
lAl <f | A f <f 
that A - T 7 5 " < 8 - < -uT> h e n c e ^71i! : < £ ' < W ' 
Analogously as (30) we obtain 
Simultaneously, 
bat this gives a contradiction, because T is coercitive. 
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Hence \ > 0 is impossible, i.e. \ m 0 . We have 
From here we obtain (analogously as (21),(22),(23) in the 
proof of Theorem 5*3) (j^j)H6 (j#?fr*)~~+ 60(v) , 
( i V T<ifp^ T- M-<Tkf>~*~^'i& > -
~*^Cv)-A^Cv)»0; llirj» T,because T is positive ae-* -qua-
sihomogeneous, -5 is strongly positive a e - * -quasihomo-
geneous. We have obtained a contradiction, because X is 
not an eigenvalue of T0 ^S^ . This contradiction proves 
(31). 
Now, suppose i € X * is arbitrary, 0 -*- X^ •<: 4 
A —* 0. By Theorem 6.2 there exists {JUU^\ C X such 
that A ^ + 4 A Cc**̂ ) m f f (34) implies l-u^l £ n, $ tt> 
> 0 . Hence we may assume >a^—-* xx- in X and -SC-u^)-* 
— y , u ^ in X*, because «5 is completely continuous. 
From here T C u ^ ) — V *P + X AA,* . Lemma 4*5 implies 
TC4*i «* f+ A,a,*, ^ —¥ JUL , hence S LAJL) m JUL* , That 
means A ^ ^ C * . ^ ) — * A^f <o-) «r f . Now we know A^CX)ss 
m X* and that means together with (31) that A ^ is re-
gular surjective. 
Theorem 6.5* Let X be a complex reflexive Banach 
space, let Tf-5 be positive *H -homogeneous mappings 
of X into X * satisfying Condition (f). Suppose T is 
a coercitive mapping with Property (B), S is complete-
ly continuous. Then for each complex number X one and 
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only one of the following two conditions is fulfilled: 
(oc) A is an eigenvalue of T , S > 
(/J) the mapping A* » T - A 5 is regular surjective. 
Theorem 6.6. Let X be a complex reflexive Banach 
space, let T, S be two positive ae -homogeneous mappings 
of X into X * satisfying Condition (f). Let T have Pro-
p9t»ty (B), let S be completely continuous, A a complex 
number. Suppose CTCu),^) & c^u,!1*"- ĉ  for all *f e 
6 X , C^ > Q, C& £ 0 . Then there exists a completely 
continuous and positive a-homogeneous mapping R of X 
into a finite dimensional subspace of the space X * such 
that T - A S » T - ^ B , where T • T ~ A C S ~») 
is a regular surjective mapping. 
Proof. If X m 0 , then define B(-tt) — 0 for 
all JUL e X » The mapping Ta m T is regular surjective 
c 
by Theorem 6.1. Assume A 4» 0 , 0 < £ < T5V • Let 3 
be the mapping of Theorem 3*l,llSf<u-)~&C4t)ll 4 e ll̂ u-ll̂  . 
By Lemma 4.6 the mapping T0 « T - A C 5 - 3 ) has Proper-
ty (B). For each u, e X we have 
From here we see that T0 is coercitive and Theorem 6.1 
proves our assertion. 
Theorem 6.7. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.6 
be fulfilled, A ^ •» T - A S . Then there exists a fini-
te dimensional subspace F of the space X * with the 
following property: 
for each 4 m X* there exist 4*. € A^CX), fx£ F 
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such that § m 4 4- f% 
Proof. As Theorem 5.6 but t>y using Theorem 6.6. 
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